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SONG

Words by SIDNEY CLARE
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Ukulele in D
Tune Uke thus B♭ Eb G C
(Em Tuning)
when played with Piano. (Tenor Banjo, Mandola,
Guitar etc. play chords marked over diagrams.)

Moderato

PIANO

held with a strange mag-ic feel-ing
eyes that I love keep me guess-ing
But still they thrill

I'm The

love me so
Each time when this feel-ing comes
when they'll speak the truth what a
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stealing My heart just cries to know
blessing Some-how I wish I knew

CHORUS

What's one to do when eyes of blue are
only fooling you They

seem to smile and all the while you know

When Eyes Of Blue etc. - 3
they're so un-true
You feel romance
with

kisses you share
But oh that glance says danger beware.

What's one to do when eyes of blue are

on - ly fool - ing you
What's

When Eyes Of Blue etc. - 3
BY THE LIGHT OF THE STARS
SONG

By George A. Little
Arthur Sizemore and Larry Shay

CHORUS

By the light of the stars
You’re with me and I’m with you.

That my dreams still seems
cannot come true.
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